Hey friends! I wanted to introduce you to props and talk about WHY you might want to start adding them to
your home practice set up.
Props are an often neglected part of public yoga classes and here’s why:
The class is too fast (think power yoga or fast vinyasa flows) to use the props efficiently or intelligently
The teacher describes them as, “If you NEED props, they’re in the back” giving not so subtle cues that imply
that the props mean that you’re not doing “well” and need the help
No one has ever helped show you the ways in which you can really use them.
I know when I first started yoga, I experienced all of the above scenarios. It wasn’t until I started working with
very advanced yogis that my prop love developed and I decided to make them an integral part of my daily
home practice. Here is where I am going to stress that term… HOME PRACTICE, because here is where you will
learn the most about yourself, and gain the most benefits from your practice. It’s not in a public class or
attending classes (keep doing this it’s still important), it’s when we show up for ourselves daily and spend time
in these poses. You see, poses are chemical. They’re not stretches. They’re prescriptive medicine, and the
longer we can linger in them, the more benefits we will receive. Poses are about moving energy, creating
space for our joints and ligaments, and helping with organ functionality. They can also change our mood, our
demeanor and our internal chemistry.
It is good to spend a while in our poses, so know that props are the tools that make this possible. They
provide the stability, support, architecture and measure, so we know we’re fitting the pose and not our
“foibles.” They help provide the necessary safety net so we don’t compensate in other areas of our body causing us more harm than good.

Some props you can use:
Any wall in your home
Blankets
Yoga blocks and straps
Extra mats
Folding chairs
Bolsters
Sandbags
Furniture in your home

Let’s look at my top 10 ways to use props.
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Sit on ALL of them
Yes, just sit on them. Any of them. Sit on two blocks side by side, sit on your blankets, sit on your bolster, sit on
a chair. Most seated asanas will be so much more accessible if we simply lift our seat up higher. Sitting up high
on props allows us to sit on our perineum, instead of our coccyx (or tail) allowing our spine to come into
alignment. From this place, we can open our hips, our hamstrings and fold forward. We won’t be able to do
any of these things properly, if we’re sitting hard on our tail.

Use blocks to “measure up”
We’re sneaky, like really sneaky. Our body knows when we’re too tight, so it adjusts by shifting us away from
the actual pose we’re trying to take. Using blocks to measure right angles helps us really see if we’re fitting the
pose… or fitting our foibles. Fitting ourselves is challenging at first, but if we always dip out of the pose to fit
our limitations, that’s exactly where we’ll stay… limited. Use blocks to measure right angles in lunges and
cat/cow. Use them to check flexed feet. Use them under the hips in bridge to see if one hip is dropping or not.
I use props in pigeon pose every single time (check out my video, “why you’re pigeon pose is hurting you"). I lift
up my hips with blankets, bolsters or blocks, and I put blocks under my chest and forehead so I don’t collapse
anywhere in the pose. Pigeon done safely, is a very beneficial pose, but most of us are not measuring up and
leaning into one hip more than the other. Lifting our hips up, helps to keep us safe and aligned.
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Use blocks to reach for the floor when you’re struggling to straighten your legs. When your hamstrings aren’t
very flexible (which is the case for most of us), we compensate by rounding our back; which puts a lot of
pressure on both our hamstrings and our back (without the desired effect of safe lengthening).
Blocks help us keep our upper body and back open, while safely lengthening our legs.
P.S. I don’t believe your legs ever need to be straight in a yoga pose. It’s the “ideal” but really not accessible for
most - so don’t be afraid to put a big bend in your knees in any pose.

The wall is your most trusted friend. No matter how sloppy your inversion might look, you know the wall
literally has your back and it’s not going anywhere. You can use the wall for advanced inversions like
handstand, pincha mayurasana and headstand… or for more restorative inversions like viparita konasana (legs
up the wall) and sarvangasana (shoulderstand).
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A folding chair for a delicious down dog without the work.
Down dog is a resting pose says your teacher? Yeah right. Down dog is a lot of work. Chairs allow you to hang
in this posture for a long period of time helping to open up the first fold in the hip crease and gives you a
delicious lengthening in the spine.

Use the weighted sandbags to help you get deeper in your seated poses like hip . openers. Flexible folks,
remember the days when you could come to class and a teacher would ever so gently assist you in getting
deeper into a pose? Well, sandbags are the new people y’all. A weighted sandbag gently eases you deeper into
your pose.
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All those chaturangas can leave our upper bodies pretty tight. I love to “floss” my shoulders with my strap
allowing me to work the shoulders full rotation and open my chest.

Chill with your bolsters or blankets
Laying down on your bolster or rolled up blankets is an amazing way to unwind, open up your shoulders and
back gently and provide necessary support under the legs when you’re laying down on the floor. Laying down
on the floor is actually not that comfy, and bolsters help give you some levity.
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Get abs and a muscular butt with your blocks!
Put a block between your legs for core work or bridge poses and SQUEEEZE while you do your work. This will
get more core, back, inner thigh and butt muscles to “turn on” leaving you with more functionality and
strength overall. Just 10 minutes a day will get you strong, fast.

Take the work out of your standing poses by placing blocks under your legs.
Stack your blocks underneath your legs and sit your perineum down right on top (just make sure you’re
stable) so you can linger longer in poses like warrior 2, crescent lunge and more. You’ll still feel a lot I
guarantee, you’ll just be able to hold the pose much longer than without them.
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This is just my short list.
There are a million ways to use your props and that’s the fun part. The more you play, the more you measure
up, the more scaffolding and safe conditions you build for yourself, the better results you’ll receive out of your
practice.
Props are not for students who aren’t doing well. Props are actually for the advanced yogis... Yogis that are
practicing with intention and care.
A yoga practice is designed to give us a longer, healthier life, so we want our yoga practice to be one of
longevity. Props give us the necessary tools to practice safely and efficiently.
I hope this is helpful, my yogi friends! Feel free to email me with any questions or ideas about how you can
adapt your practice with props or book a private with me to dive in deeper.

All information on how we can work together is at karlajoytreadway.com
Things that you can expect to see are:
Memberships for live weekly classes, previously recorded classes, premium classes, workshops, tutorials and
private group coaching Facebook community
Drop-in live classes | Coaching calls | Therapeutic Yoga private
Contact me at karlajoytreadway@gmail.com or visit my website if you would like to transform with Yoga.
With grace & grit,
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